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Introduction: With the increase in the population of older adults around the world, a significant amount of work
has been done on in-home sensor technology to aid the elderly age independently. However, due to the large
amounts of data generated by the sensors, it takes a lot of effort and time for the clinicians to makes sense of this
data. In this work, we develop a system to help make this data more useful by presenting it in the form of natural
language.
Methods: We start by identifying important attributes in the sensor data that are relevant to the health of the
elderly. We then develop algorithms to extract these important health related features from the sensor parameters and summarize them in natural language. We focus on making the natural language summaries to be
informative, accurate and concise.
Results: We designed multiple surveys using real and synthetic data to validate the summaries produced by our
algorithms. We show that the algorithms produce meaningful results comparable to human subjects. We also
implemented our linguistic summarization system to produce summaries of data leading to health alerts derived
from the sensor data. The system is running live in 110 apartments currently. By the means of retrospective case
studies, we illustrate that the linguistic summaries are able to make the connection between changes in the
sensor data and the health of the elderly.
Conclusions: We present a system that extracts important clinically relevant features from in-home sensor data
generated in the apartments of the elderly and summarize those features in natural language. The preliminary
testing of our summarization system shows that it has the potential to help the clinicians utilize this data effectively.

1. Introduction
With the rise in the older population [1], a lot of effort is being put
towards helping the elderly live independently with the use of in-home
sensor technology. In the review conducted in [2], the authors conclude
that the technology has a positive impact on monitoring the elderly for
cognitive decline, mental health and heart conditions. However, they
did not find any definitive evidence for the technology helping in early
identification of diseases or in preventing falls. This may be because,
even though a lot of work has been done in this area in the recent past,
the technology is still in the nascent stages and it might take some more
time before we see definite evidence about its benefits [3]. Nevertheless, there have been numerous retrospective case studies where
sensor data has been correlated with various health conditions such as
heart problems, hospitalizations, pain, falls, depression and dementia.

For instance, increase in bed restlessness has been shown to be linked
with pain [4], change in daily living patterns may suggest changes in
mental health [5], and a decrease in the gait speed may be correlated to
an increased risk of fall in near future [6]. In-home sensors have been
used to compute the duration and frequency of various activities and
changes in these parameters have been linked to health events [7].
Authors of [8] used an algorithm to monitor daily routines of the elderly and found a relationship between routines and a general health
decline with the help of a few case studies.
The studies mentioned above suggest that there is a significant potential for in-home health monitoring technology for eldercare.
However, there is still a shortage of conclusive evidence to prove the
effectiveness of this technology, which is mainly due to two factors.
First, as this information collection is performed in the real world, there
is always loss of important data due to device malfunctioning, or in
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transferring data from sites to data servers due to unreliable internet
connections [9]. Second, the absence of uniform and comprehensive
Electronic Health Records (EHR) of the elderly at these sites hinders the
connection between the in-home sensor data and health events [10].
Therefore, to find reliable relationships between sensors and health
changes, researchers have mostly relied on painstakingly exploring this
data with the help of computational and visualization techniques.
Visualization makes identification of the correlation between different parameters easier, and hence, it is in general the de-facto method
to conduct data analysis. In the literature, a wide number of visualization techniques have been developed to understand the data obtained
from the elderly living in sensor-equipped apartments. A common type
of information that researchers have attempted to infer is the overall
activity pattern of the residents. For instance, Yin et al. [11], represented the residents’ overall activity pattern using their transition
patterns inside the apartment. They visualized the transition matrices
with acyclic graphs. In [7], the authors represented the living patterns
for a period of time using patch plots, which are temporal representations of the residents’ location patterns. In [12], the activity patterns
obtained by the sensors were visualized using what the authors call a
radar plot, which is the distribution of the activities performed
throughout a day, aggregated over multiple days. Authors in [13]
presented motion activity of the residents along with the time away
from the apartment, in what is called a motion density map. In [5], the
motion density maps successfully differentiated patterns of activity of
five residents suffering from depression from the time when they didn’t
have depression.
While these approaches are useful for presenting overall activity
patterns, techniques that are specific to the type of sensors and the
resultant features have also been developed. Researchers in our group
at the Center for Eldercare and Rehabilitation Technology have designed a web interface that is used to monitor data generated by motion
sensors, bed sensors and sensors to monitor gait of the residents [14].
The web interface uses different visualization techniques such as line
graphs, bar graphs, heat maps etc. to depict variation of features like
sleeping durations, restlessness, pulse rate, motion activity, walking
speed etc. Similarly, researchers at the Washington State University
visualized activities of daily living using an interactive interface with
line graphs and heat maps [15].
The extensive use of visualization techniques is evidence of their
usefulness as a tool to understand in-home sensor data. However, it
comes with its own shortcomings. First, graph literacy is not uniform
across different groups of people. When presented with simple graphs,
the ability to extract relevant information from the graphs varies among
people based on levels of education, familiarity with the underlying
data in the graphs [16] or even culture [17]. Second, most visualization
techniques involve selection of parameters like axes scale, size of the
graphs, color etc., which makes it difficult to objectively interpret
graphs even for experts in their respective domains. Finally, the large
volume and multimodal nature of the in-home sensor data make it
difficult to design visualization techniques that provide a comprehensive picture of the underlying information.
A different approach to interpret the in-home sensor data is to
identify the features that the clinicians look for in the data and to
compute those features using automated techniques. This information
can then be presented in a natural language. Natural language has been
shown to be helpful in interpreting numerical data and improving decision making in the presence of uncertain information [18]. In this
work, the authors compared linguistic and graphical formats to present
data using a game where the participants (N = 442) were required to
make decisions based on weather data. Specifically, the information
was presented in three formats: natural language only, graph only and a
hybrid format consisting of both. The hybrid format was found to be the
best in terms of extracting information from the data, while the linguistic format was found to be significantly better than the graph only
format. No significant difference was found between the linguistic only

and hybrid format.
For the task of expressing in-home sensor data, a Natural Language
Generation (NLG) based approach will help the clinicians to focus more
on making higher-level health related inferences by saving their time
and effort in interpreting the numerical data. For example, in our long
collaboration with the clinicians dealing with the sensor data, we have
found that they often seek trends in the sensor streams to determine
changes in the health of the elderly. A system that can reliably detect
trends and present them in natural language will be of much help, as
the time saved in looking for trends in the data would be put to better
use in making higher-level inferences. Moreover, as the clinical staff
turnover in nursing homes is high, a linguistic format of the data will
help the new personnel in interpreting the sensor data. The benefit of
such a linguistic summarization system would further increase as inhome technology becomes more pervasive.
The task of expressing information content present in the data in
natural language is called data-to-text, which falls under the general
umbrella of NLG. In the past decade or so, NLG technology has proven
its utility in numerous applications ranging from weather reporting to
health care data summarization [19]. One of the first applications of
NLG in health care domain was done in [20], where nursing discharge
summaries were automatically generated from sensor data in Neonatal
Intensive Care Units (NICUs). In [21], physiological data comprising of
respiration and heart rate measurements were obtained from wearable
sensors. Features such as trends, along with basic statistical parameters
were used to summarize the information content of the data, which
were then expressed in natural language. Goldstein et al. [22] designed
a system called CliniText, which summarized multivariate numeric and
linguistic data generated in a cardiac ICU during a patient’s stay in
Natural Language. In [23], linguistic protoform summaries were shown
to be successful in correlating in-home sensor data with changes in
health of the elderly. The output of this system expressed the changes in
sensor patterns in linguistic terms. However, the language of the output
was not natural. To the best of our knowledge, the only system that
expressed data generated by in-home sensors in natural language was
presented in [24]. There, we summarized the state of a resident as the
sensor measurements obtained currently, as compared to measurements
over the last two weeks. We also described if there was any increasing
or decreasing trends leading to the current day. The linguistic alert
summarization system described here is an extension of that previous
work.
While the clinicians in our team appreciated the previous system in
that it described the sensor data in natural language, their main critique
was that the summaries were too verbose, and they would like them to
be shorter and more informative. Mindful of this, we build the summarization system described in this work from ground up with three
main objectives. First, we make the summaries more informative by
including sensor parameters that cover multiple aspects of the health of
the elderly. While the earlier work only summarized 3 sensor parameters, in this work we process data from 17 sensor parameters. We
also extract multiple data features from the sensor parameters to mine
different types of information content. Second, we test the accuracy of
each data feature by conducting multiple surveys with human subjects.
Third, we make the summaries concise by controlling the amount of
information included in the summaries, without removing the useful
content. To make the summaries easy to read, we carefully format the
textual content.
This summarization system is being deployed as part of our ongoing
National Library of Medicine (NLM) funded project (Popescu, NIH-NLM
#R01LM012221). The project aims to develop a methodology that aids
clinicians in interpreting the health alerts based on changes in the
sensor data obtained from the apartments of the elderly. The project is
designed as a Randomized Control Trial (RCT), in which the control
group receives the health alerts in the traditional format (as graphs)
while the intervention group receives them in the form of linguistic
summaries developed in this work. As part of this project, we installed
2
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Table 1 presents the health concepts obtained from the sensors installed
at various sites that are part of our study. Most of the sites are equipped
with a bed sensor, 4 to 6 motion sensors and a depth camera sensor. The
raw analog signal obtained from the bed sensor is fed to different algorithms to obtain measurements like restlessness, pulse rate, respiration rate and time spent in bed. While the other measurements are selfexplanatory, restlessness quantifies the amount of motion a person
makes while lying in bed. The motion sensors produce ‘hits’ (time
stamped events) at different locations inside the apartment. These are
aggregated time-wise to assess the overall activity of a person, while the
motion sensors placed inside the bathroom are used to measure the
time spent by a person in performing activities related to personal hygiene. The depth sensors are typically placed in the living rooms and are
set up to only record the walks of the residents when motion is detected
in its field of view [28]. The raw video files containing the resident’s
walks are processed to measure the speed with which the person walks
inside the apartment, and more fine-grained walk parameters like stride
time and stride length.
The health concepts are further processed to compute what we call
health features. The health features make the health concepts more
understandable and each health concept can result in multiple health
features. For example, the health concept restlessness can be further
processed to obtain restlessness during the nighttime or average restlessness per hour and so on. Table 2 lists the health features used in this
paper. We aggregate the restlessness, time in bed, inside apartment activity
and bathroom activity to daily and nightly measurements, while walking
speed, stride time and stride length are aggregated over 24-hour periods.
The restlessness, amount of motion inside the apartment and bathroom
motion are obtained as an overall measurement over a given course of
time, while physiological parameters like pulse rate, respiration rate,
walking speed, stride time and stride length are measured as an average
over a duration. Pulse rate and respiration rate measurements over each
15-minute period, while the person is in bed, are used to focus deeper
on the variation of these health concepts.
The health features are monitored daily to look for unusual patterns
in the data by an alert mechanism described in [27]. An alert is sent to
the clinical personnel if an abnormality is detected, which, in turn,
initiates our summarization system. Currently, the alerts are uni-modal
in nature (each parameter has its own alert), which may cause multiple
alerts per resident, per day. The clinicians are notified about the alerts
via email. In the standard system, the email lists the number of alerts
that have been generated for a resident. A screenshot of an email is
shown in Fig. 1. Here, the email heading displays the id of the resident
along with their apartment number. The heading is followed by the
number of alerts that have been generated since the last time an alert
was sent for this resident. The email also contains a link that takes the
user to a visual interface containing the resident’s data. As mentioned
before, one of the aims of our NLM project is to describe the data related to this alert in natural language. To linguistically describe the
sensor data related to an alert, we start by summarizing the reason
behind the alert and the sensor feature(s) that caused it. In the following, we describe the mechanism used to linguistically summarize
different types of alerts implemented in the online monitoring system.

sensor networks in 110 apartments (55 control, 55 intervention) of the
elderly. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the sensor data summaries, we first plan to study the benefits of our system by comparing
the time taken by the clinicians when health alerts are presented in the
form of linguistic summaries to the time taken when interpreting the
alerts using graphs. Second, we seek to compare the control and the
intervention groups based on clinical parameters such as gait speed and
general health decline. The methodology developed in this work is the
first step towards this twofold goal.
Section 2 lists different components of the summarization process
and describes each individual part in detail. We also provide an overview of the existing infrastructure that is already setup at the sites that
are part of this project. In Section 3, we present the results of multiple
surveys that we conducted to validate different components of our
summarization pipeline. Next, in Section 4, we present preliminary
results of our NLM project and discuss a few retrospective case studies
to illustrate the functioning of our linguistic summarization system. We
conclude the paper with a discussion on the utility and future prospects
of this system.
2. Methods
2.1. Sensor network infrastructure
While the sensor technology has been shown to reduce decline in
elderly [9], it puts an additional responsibility on the on-site clinicians
to monitor the data generated by the sensors. In [25], the authors found
that, on an average, it took about eight minutes for the clinicians to
carefully interpret a health alert resulted from the sensor data. Typically, each alert requires the interpretation of multiple graphs of sensor
data to extract clinically relevant information such as activity patterns,
trends and physiological parameters such as heart and respiration rate.
The sensors are used to monitor daily activities and send early illness
alerts to the clinical personnel. The apartments are part of Tiger Place
and five other Americare Inc. sites in and around Columbia, Missouri.
The sensors deployed in each apartment include: Passive Infrared (PIR)
motion sensors which are strategically placed to monitor activities of
the residents inside the apartments; hydraulic bed sensors which are
used to measure the quality of sleep and other physiological parameters
while the person is in bed; depth cameras which are placed in the living
rooms to measure gait parameters, such as walking speed, stride time
and stride length. More technical details related to our eldercare
monitoring system can be found in [9,26–28] and on our website at
http://eldertech.missouri.edu.
The raw data obtained from the sensors is processed in two stages in
order to extract meaningful behavioral and clinical information. The
first stage involves converting raw data to various useful measurements,
which in this work we call health concepts. Health concepts are the
general measurements that can be extracted from the raw sensor data.
Table 1
Health concepts and the sensor they are obtained from.
#

Health concept

Obtained from

Description

1
2
3
4
5

Bed sensor
Bed sensor
Bed sensor
Bed sensor
Motion sensors

Motion made by person while in bed
Measured while the person is in bed
Measured while the person is in bed
Times when the person is in bed
Monitors activity inside apartment

6
7

Restlessness
Pulse Rate
Respiration Rate
Time in Bed
Inside apartment
activity
Bathroom activity
Walking speed

Motion sensors
Depth sensor

8

Stride Time

Depth sensor

9

Stride Length

Depth sensor

Monitors bathroom activity
The speed with which the person
walks inside the apartment
Time between two consecutive
footsteps
Distance travelled in each walking
step

2.1.1. Alerts based on significant changes from baseline
This type of alert compares the current values of the health features
to a baseline, which is defined by the measurements recorded in the
past two weeks. Note that, in a previous study, it was determined that a
health event (e.g. hospitalization or fall) can be indicated by changes in
health features two weeks prior to the event [29]. An alert is generated
if the current reading deviates significantly from the baseline. The
significance of the deviation is quantified by computing the standard
deviation of the current value from the baseline distribution. The reader
is referred to [27] for a detailed description of the alert generation
mechanism. We describe this alert linguistically by listing the health
features that caused it. For example, if an alert is generated because of a
3
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Table 2
Health features extracted from the health concepts.
#

Health feature name

Obtained from health concept

Description

Unit

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Total Daily/Nightly Restlessness
Average Daily/Nightly Pulse rate
Average Daily/Nightly Respiration rate
Total Daily/Nightly Bathroom Motion
Total Daily/Nightly Apartment Motion
Total Daily/Nightly Time in Bed
Average daily walking speed
Average daily stride time
Average daily stride length
Pulse rate details
Respiration rate details

Restlessness
Pulse Rate
Respiration Rate
Bathroom Activity
Inside Apartment Activity
Time in bed
Walking speed
Stride time
Stride length
Pulse rate
Respiration rate

Total restlessness during the night-time and day-time
Average pulse rate during the night-time and day-time
Average respiration rate during the night-time and day-time
Total time spent in the bathroom during night-time and day-time
Total time spent inside the apartment during night-time and day-time
Total time spent in bed during night-time and day-time
Average walking speed over a 24 h period
Average stride time over a 24 h period
Average stride length over a 24 h period
Average pulse rate over each 15 min slot when the person is in bed
Average respiration rate over each 15 min slot when the person is in bed

minutes
beats/min
breaths/min
minutes
minutes
minutes
cm/sec
sec
cm
beats/min
breaths/min

second type of gait alert is generated if average walking speed over a
week deviates significantly from a pre-defined baseline [28]. We design
the summary of these alerts to concisely explain the underlying mechanism that generated the alerts. The summaries of the gait alert of the
first and second kind respectively are: Over the last week, walking speed
decreased more than the threshold of 5.1 cm/sec, and, the average walking
speed over the last week was significantly lower than usual.
2.2. Summarization process
The alert generation algorithm for each resident runs every morning
at 10 am. If there are one or more alerts generated for a resident, the
sensor data leading to the current day is summarized. After describing
the sensor parameter that caused the alert, we broaden our scope towards all the health features. The reasoning behind this approach is that
if there is an unusual change in any one of the sensor parameters, then a
clinician might be interested in looking at other sensor readings before
making any judgements. Hence, irrespective of the sensor feature that
generated the alert, we look for and report important patterns in all the
sensor streams. We call these patterns data features. All the significant
data features along with the alert trigger form the linguistic alert
summary. Fig. 2 depicts an overview of our alert summarization system
and the data features we look for. Next, we describe the rationale behind each of the data features and their generation mechanism in detail.

Fig. 1. Screenshot of the standard alert email notification (non-linguistic).

significant increase in the living room motion during the night, then it
is summarized as: Yesterday, nighttime living room activity was significantly higher than usual.
2.1.2. Alerts based on hard limits
These types of alerts are generated if a health feature crosses a user
defined absolute threshold. They are only applicable for physiological
parameters since it is not possible to put a meaningful absolute
threshold on the behavioral health features. To this end, the health
features that generate such alerts are pulse rate and respiration rate. An
example of linguistic description of an alert of this kind is: Yesterday,
pulse rate exceeded the threshold of 120 bpm.

2.2.1. Tuple summary
In a survey [30], we asked several clinicians in our team to list
health features which might correspond to specific health conditions in
the elderly. The findings suggested that changes in health conditions
are often reflected in more than one parameter. For example, an onset
of a Urinary Tract Infection (UTI) may be reflected in bathroom activity
as well as bed restlessness. Inspired from these results, we designed a
data feature to detect and summarize concurrent abnormal variations in
pairs of health features. We call this data feature Tuple Summary. For a
given set of health feature measurements over a two-week period, we

2.1.3. Gait alerts
There are two types of alerts implemented to monitor the gait of a
resident. The first alert is based on the study conducted in [6], where
the authors found that a cumulative decrease of more than 5.1 cm/sec
in walking speed over a week suggests an increased risk of fall. The

Fig. 2. Overview of the linguistic alert summarization system.
4
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find the pairs for which the following statement is applicable: There
were many days with high/low health feature A and high/low health feature
B. That is, we investigate the data to find pairs of features that had
significant number of instances when they were high together, or low
together, or when one was low and the other was high. The applicability of this statement is determined according to the algorithm described in the following.
For two features A and B, the input to the algorithm are two time
series of the same length, containing measurements of two health features recorded daily for a period of two weeks. Also, for both the features, along with the time duration for which the tuple summary is to be
calculated, measurements for a pre-defined length of baseline period
also needs to be supplied.

as an LPS, then the terms many and high/low are called the quantifier
and the summarizer, respectively, and are defined by fuzzy sets. Fig. 3
shows the fuzzy sets representing the terms high/low and many, which
are used to compute the tuple summaries. In the fuzzy set for the
summarizer high and low, the x-axis is the Mahalanobis distance
between baseline and the current point, while the y-axis is the
membership for each distance value. The quantifier many, is defined
as a standard relative quantifier used in Linguistic Protoform
Summaries.
The validity of the LPS is defined by a metric called truth-value,
which is calculated using the fuzzy definitions of the quantifiers and the
summarizers, and the processed time series for features A and B. A
truth-value of 1 corresponds to 100% confidence of the summary with
the underlying data, while a truth-value of 0 corresponds to no confidence. In the literature, there are multiple ways to compute the truthvalue of LPSs. We use the semantic truth-value computation method
which was proposed in [31]. There, we studied three truth-value
techniques and showed that the semantic method performs better than
the other two methods. Please refer to [31] for further details.
The statement: There were many days with high/low feature A and
high/low feature B, is deemed worthy of being reported if it meets a user
defined truth-value threshold. A truth-value threshold of 0.7 was empirically selected for this study. If there are more than one pairs of
sensor features that meet this criterion, we include all of them in the
same summary sentence, separated by conjunction operators. For example, if there are 3 pairs, A & B, A & X, and X & Y that meet the truthvalue threshold, they are reported as: There were many days with high A
& high B, high A & low X, low X & low Y.

2.2.1.1. Preprocessing. The tuple summary quantifies the number of
occasions when two features are high or low simultaneously or when
one is high and the other is low. In a strict sense, the term simultaneous
would require the two health feature measurements to occur on the
exact same date. However, a loose definition of the word can include
events occurring in some user-defined neighborhood. For example,
when considering a night-time health feature, it is not clear whether to
associate the feature value to the date on which the night started (say,
10 PM), or the date on which it ended (for example 7 AM the next day).
To this end, we pre-process the series of the two sensor features
separately, using the following computation. For each data series:
= x1, x2 , x3, .,xn , where x i is the sensor feature value at time ti , we
compute two new series by using the max and the min operator:
x _max i' = max xj and x _mini' = min xj , where, w is the window
j=i w : i+w

j= i w :i + w

'
'
= x _max1', x _maxn' and min
= x _min1', x _minn' are the
size and max
two pre-processed series. For example, if w = 1, then this pre-processing
step replaces each value in the time series by the highest or the lowest
value in its neighborhood of size 1. To fix ideas, we illustrate this
process with the help of a time series of length 7 shown in Table 3. We
can see that each observation in the processed series is replaced by the
highest/lowest value in its neighborhood in the original series. We use
the series obtained by using the max operator for finding features that
are high, while using the one obtained with min operator when finding
low features. The next step is to compute the distance of the current
measurements from the baseline. The baseline is comprised of data
samples over some time duration prior to the current time-period being
summarized. For each health feature series, we compute the
Mahalanobis distance of each measurement from the baseline
distribution. The calculation is shown in Eq. (1), where b is the set of
baseline measurements.

''
max

x _maxi'' =

x _max i' mean (b)
std (b)

''
min

x _mini'' =

x _mini' mean (b)
std (b)

2.2.2. Trend summary
Looking for increasing or decreasing trends in time stamped data is,
arguably, the most common technique to extract information from time
series. While the tuple summaries look for sporadic changes in the
health feature time series, we use the trends to find gradual changes. In
our long collaboration with nurses monitoring the sensor information,
we have found that they often look for trends in the data. As we demonstrate below, detecting/interpreting trends in data streams is not a
trivial task, for humans as well as machines. The first step in expressing
trends in linguistic summaries is to detect trends in the data with good
accuracy. Below we describe the trend detection algorithm used in this
work.
2.2.2.1. Normalization. The most widely used techniques to detect
increasing/decreasing trends is to fit a line to the data and use the
slope of this line to determine the type of trend. The sign of the slope of
the best fit line does not depend on the scale of x and y axis values,
however, its magnitude does depend on this scale. Therefore, in order
to avoid the dependence of the magnitude of slope on the range of the
points on which we fit the line, we first normalize the data. The
normalization is performed such that the resultant data points have
zero mean and a standard deviation of one. Note that we do not change
the x-axis values since they are of the same scale for all sensor features.

(1)

''
2.2.1.2. Linguistic protoform summaries. The new time series, max
and
''
are
then
used
to
compute
the
applicability
of
the
summary:
There
min
were many days with high/low health feature A and high/low health feature
B. The validity of this statement can be calculated using Linguistic
Protoform Summaries (LPSs) methodology developed in [31]. LPSs are
template based linguistic summaries used to summarize numerical data
in easy to understand language. If we treat the summary There were
many days with high/low health feature A and high/low health feature B

2.2.2.2. Best fit. After normalization, we use a least squared error
methodology (implemented in Matlab’s fitlm function) to find the slope.
Suppose the given data points are modelled by Eq. (2), where and
are the slope and the intercept of the line, respectively, and µi is the
random noise. Then, the slope of the least square fit line is given by Eq.
(3), where, x i and yi are the coordinates of ith point, and x and y is the
mean value of the two coordinates.

Table 3
Pre-processing step in Tuple Summaries.

'
max
'
min

284

426

352

333

328

525

273

426

426

426

352

525

525

525

284

284

333

328

328

273

273

yi = x i +
=

(xi

+ ui
x )(yi

(xi

x )2

y)

(2)
(3)

The fitlm function also returns a p value as an indicator of whether the
5
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Fig. 3. Fuzzy sets representing the Summarizer (left)
& Quantifier (right).

Table 4
Fuzzy Rules used to refine trend detection.
Rule #

Fuzzy Rules

1
2
3
4
5

If the p value is low then report trend is yes
If the p value is high then report trend is no
If the p value is medium and gradient is low then report trend is no
If the p value is medium and gradient is medium then report trend is yes
If the p value is medium and gradient is high then report trend is yes

fit is good or not. A small p value suggests that there is a small
probability that the slope of the least square fit line is 0, that is, a higher
chance of the slope being either positive or negative.

Fig. 5. Sample question used in focus group survey with clinicians.

2.2.2.3. Fuzzy inference system (FIS) to refine trend reporting. The p value
obtained by the above method is a good indicator of trend in the
underlying data. However, in our experiments, we found it to be very
sensitive to small changes in the data. To alleviate this problem, we
design a Mamdani fuzzy rule-based system [32] with the p value
forming one of the inputs. The other input to the system is the slope of
the fitted line. Table 4 shows the rules used in the FIS. Here, the
membership functions used to represent the antecedents (p value and
gradient) and consequents (report trend) are shown in Fig. 4. We call
the final defuzzified value of the FIS the trend score and use it as the
final indicator of goodness of fit.
We use the process mentioned above to determine whether there is
a trend in a given time series. However, trend in data leading to a
certain day can be reported in several ways. For example, we can use a
trend-based time series segmentation algorithm to break the series into
different parts, and then report the trends in all the segments. Applying
this process to multiple health features might result in too many reportable trends, which would be too much detail for a summarization
system. An alternative approach is to find the overall trend in the two
weeks of data. This would work for the cases where the change in the
health feature is gradual over the two weeks period, but we will not be
able to find the trend reliably if the change is only over the last few
days. To avoid this problem, we made the trend detection algorithm to
be dynamic in terms of duration of the trend. To this end, for each
health feature, we start with 5 days leading to the alert day, and then go
back in time to up to two weeks, one day at a time, computing trend
scores at each step. The trend with the highest score is selected as the
best trend. If the score of the best trend is greater than an empirical
threshold of 0.5, then the trend is considered worthy of being included
in the alert summary. Note that we start with a minimum length of
5 days, because we need at least a few data points to find a reliable

trend.
After making a decision about the existence of a trend in a given
health feature time series, we require it to fulfil one more criterion
before it can be reported. Sometimes, we observed that even though
there is a trend in a sensor feature, the actual change in the feature
values might not be physiologically relevant. For example, if there is an
increasing trend in the average pulse rate over 5 days but the increase is
only 3 beats per minute, this might not be worth reporting. In such
cases, when the feature change is below a given threshold, we do not
report the trend. To obtain these thresholds, we conducted a focus
group session among clinicians in our group. For each health feature,
we presented them with questions like the one shown in Fig. 5. The
focus group setting allowed the experts to have a discussion before
reaching a consensus about the thresholds. Even though the experts are
quite familiar with the data, they were not very confident about the
definite thresholds. At the end of the focus group, they ended up assigning a minimum 20% change required to most of the sensor features
for all the time periods, except the gait parameters, time in bed and time
spent in the bathroom during nighttime. For the gait parameters, they
believed that a change of 2% is enough for it to be reportable, while for
time in bed they required a change of at least 50%. They suggested that
the time spent in the bathroom during the daytime does not carry
significance and hence need not be reported, while for nighttime, a
change of 30 min or 10% would be needed for it to be of any significance. Finally, they also suggested that these thresholds are not
definite, and we should monitor the sensor data and the alerts and
adjust them as we gain more experience with the system.
In cases where our algorithm detects reportable trends in more than
one health feature, we can either list each trend separately or combine
the trends using some heuristic. In the former case, each detected trend

Fig. 4. Fuzzy sets representing the antecedents (gradient-left and p value -middle) and the consequent (report -right).
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will have its own sentence with the health feature name and the length
of the trend as part of the summary. For example, consider two features
X and Y in which an increasing trend has been detected, with the length
of trend equal to 7 for Feature X and 14 for Feature Y. When listing each
trend separately, the summary would be something like: Feature X has
been increasing for 7 days and Feature Y has been increasing for 14 days.
This summary would get wordier very quickly with the increase in the
number of trends being reported. In our experience of showing these
summaries to clinicians, we found that they do not like such verbose
statements. Also, the exact length of the trend is less important to them
than just the fact that there is an increase or decrease in the sensor
feature measurements. To this end, we combine the trends with the
same direction with the following heuristic: in case of more than one
health features having a trend in the same direction, report the length
of the shortest trend along with the names of all health features. With
this heuristic, the summary from the above example would be: Feature X
and Feature Y have been increasing for 7 days. We apply this heuristic
separately to both increasing and decreasing trends, that is, we do not
combine trends of different directions. There is some loss of information
in this type of summary but having a short and concise summary is
more desirable as we do not want to overwhelm the clinician with a lot
of not very useful information.
In our conversations with the clinicians on our team, they suggested
that for the physiological sensor features, along with the trend, they
would also like to know the absolute change the trend induced.
Accordingly, we include the exact change in the measurements for
pulse rate, respiration rate, walking speed, stride time and stride length.
In our summaries, the change is included in parenthesis besides the
name of the health feature. In the above example, assume that Feature
X was pulse rate and Feature Y was time in bed, and the pulse rate at the
start of the 7 day trend was 60 BPM and at the end was 75 BPM. Then
the summary becomes: Pulse rate (60 to 75 BPM) and time in bed have
been increasing for the past 7 days. Note that, irrespective of the length of
the trend reported in the summary, we include the change in the feature
over the entire duration of trend.

Fig. 6. Fuzzy Sets representing quantifiers used in Simple LPS summaries.

given pulse rate and respiration rate data, the truth-value is calculated
using the fuzzy sets defined in Figs. 5 and 6. For both pulse rate and
respiration rate, we compute the truth-value of all the LPSs formed by
each combination of the summarizer and the quantifier. Therefore,
given 3 summarizers for both pulse rate and respiration rate (Fig. 7),
and 5 quantifiers (Fig. 6), we compute the truth-value of 5x3 = 15 LPSs
to describe the pulse rate and 15 LPSs to describe the respiration rate
measurements. Including all the 15 LPSs in the final alert summary
would be unnecessary information. Hence, from these 15 LPSs for each
of the health feature, we select the summary with the highest truthvalue for each summarizer, as higher the truth-value, more informative
an LPS is with respect to the underlying data. This gives us a total of 3
LPSs, one per summarizer. Now from these 3 LPSs, we select the one
which contains the most amount of information. By amount of information, we mean the quantifier that corresponds to the greatest
number of objects (the data points being summarized). For example, the
quantifier almost all encompasses higher number of objects than the
quantifier few. By this logic, the order of quantifiers with decreasing
amount of information is: {almost all, many, some, few, almost none}.
After this comparison, if the summarizer of the LPS to be reported in the
summary is ‘normal’, then it is considered not worthy of reporting since
it is saying that the feature value is normal. However, if the summarizer
is any other than ‘normal’, then that LPS is included in the alert summary.
To fix ideas, we illustrate this process with the help of an example
(see Fig. 8). Consider the pulse rate measurements over a night as
shown in the plot on the top-left of Fig. 8. For these sets of measurements, we compute the truth-value of all the 15 LPSs as shown in the
table on the right. From these 15 LPSs, for each of the three summarizers: low, normal and high, we select the one with the highest truthvalue. This results in three LPSs, as shown in the Table on the left. The
table suggests that there were some instances of low pulse rate, some
instances of normal pulse rate and almost no instances of high pulse rate.
Out of these three statements, we do not include the information about
the normal pulse rate measurements in the reported summary as we
think that the clinicians might not be interested in the measurements
that are in the normal range. Also, in order to keep the summaries
concise, we do not include statements conveying the absence of
normal/high/low measurements (almost none, high in this example).
Therefore, we describe the pulse rate measurements for this example in
the statement: There were some instances of low pulse rate, since this
statement informs the clinicians about the number of pulse rate measurements that were low.

2.2.3. Simple LPS summary
Physiological parameters like pulse rate and respiration rate measure the health condition of the elderly in a more direct sense as
compared to behavioral parameters like time in bed or amount of activity
inside the apartment. An abnormal measurement in pulse rate or respiration rate might be of immediate concern to the clinicians and they
would not want to wait until there is a trend in these parameters. To
this end, we designed a data feature, called simple LPS summary, to
detect and report finer changes in the physiological parameters. These
summaries are of the form: There were few instances with low pulse rate.
The instances are the small time periods over which the measurements
are being made. Their duration can be defined by the designer, for
example, 15 min, 30 min etc. Essentially, these summaries quantify the
number of times the feature in focus had a certain property in some
given interval of time. For example, the above summary quantifies the
number of times the pulse rate was low. The mechanism to produce
these summaries is described below.
As the name suggests, these summaries are computed with the help
of LPS which was described previously in this section in relation to
Tuple Summaries. The protoforms used in this case are: There were Q
instances of P pulse rate, and There were Q instances of P respiration rate,
where Q and P are the quantifiers and summarizers, respectively, both
defined by fuzzy sets over suitable domains. Fig. 6 presents the definitions of the fuzzy sets representing the quantifiers. Fig. 7a displays the
definition of low, normal and high pulse rate, while Fig. 7b presents that
of low, normal and high respiration rate. Note that the pulse rate and
respiration rate definitions were created with the help of clinicians in
our team.
Similar to the Tuple summaries, we compute the degree of validity
of the LPS using the semantic truth-value metric, defined in [31]. For a

3. Results
Here, we present the design and results of multiple surveys that we
conducted to validate different components of our summarization pipeline. For each survey, we follow the guidelines of [33], where a
minimum of six experts were recommended to effectively evaluate
medical informatics systems.
3.1. Validation of the tuple summary
The goal of this experiment is to compare the tuple summaries
produced by the LPS algorithm to the responses by humans when
7
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Fig. 7. a & b. Fuzzy sets representing pulse rate (left)
and respiration rate (right).

presented with the same data that produced the tuple summaries. To
this end, we generated tuple summaries for five synthetic data examples. We then showed this data to six members of our engineering
team who are familiar with the general nature of this research but do
not have knowledge of the exact topic at hand. Fig. 9 shows a sample
question that was presented to the audience. The questionnaire asked
the people to treat the two graphs as some imaginary features obtained
from the apartments of the residents. For both the features, the first two
weeks form the baseline (left of the green line in Fig. 9) against which
to compare the next two weeks (to the right of the green line). Based on
this information, we asked them to assess the validity of the statement
that quantifies the number of instances when both features A and B
were high concurrently. Note that in order to not complicate the experiment, we only asked the audience to look for features that were
high concurrently (and not when they were low, or one of them was low
and other was high).
The truth-value of the LPS is used to compare the audience responses with that of the algorithm. The human responses range from 1
to 5, while the truth-value varies from [0,1]. To bring the two responses

in the same scale, the truth-value range of [0, 1] is divided into five
equal intervals, with truth-value between [0.0, 0.2) interpreted as
confidence rating of 1 and [0.8, 1.0] as having confidence of degree 5.
Table 5 shows the confidence ratings provided by all the five participants along with the confidence of the LPS algorithm. The first column
shows the ratings produced by the tuple summary algorithm, while the
cells in yellow in the subsequent columns contain participant ratings
that were closer to the algorithm (within a neighborhood of 1). The last
column shows the average of the ratings provided by the six participants.
We see that, overall, there are more cells in yellow than white,
which implies that the rating of the algorithm and the participants
matches more often than not. The mean participant ratings are also
close to the algorithm ratings for all cases but Case 4. We observe that
for this case, the ratings are a lot farther apart amongst the participants
themselves. Participant 2 & 6 rated it as a 1 while Participant 4 rated it
as a 5. This suggests that this is a peculiar case and the algorithm is no
better or worse than the participants are. If we focus on individual
participants, we see that Participant 4 is in most disagreement with the

Fig. 8. Illustration of the process to produce Simple LPS summary of data. The rows in red in the table on the right shows the LPSs with highest truth-value (most
informative). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 10. a and b. Same data displayed in figures having different aspect ratios.

3.2. Validation of the trend detection
To validate our trend detection algorithm, we created a survey
where we presented a number of line-graphs to users and asked them to
express their confidence about the presence of a trend in the graphs. We
then compared the ratings obtained from the survey to the confidence
produced by our algorithm. Before we discuss the results of the survey,
we would like to mention a few factors concerning line-graphs that
influence the way people perceive trends in them.
3.2.1. Figure aspect ratio
The aspect ratio of the figure containing the line-graph of a time
series can have a significant impact on the trend perception. For example, Fig. 10a and 10b show the same data presented in the form of a
line-graph with two images having different aspect ratios. We see that
in Fig. 10a, a clear increasing trend is evident. However, this trend does
not appear to be as evident and significant in Fig. 10b where the aspect
ratio of the figure is changed to have a larger width and smaller height.
Mindful of this impact of the aspect ratio, we set it arbitrarily to one
fixed value in all the graphs presented in the survey.

Fig. 9. Sample question used in survey to validate tuple summaries.

Table 5
Results comparing tuple summary algorithm with participant responses.
Case #

LPS

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

Average (P1:P5)

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
4
1
5

1
1
3
3
4

2
2
3
1
2

1
3
2
2
5

3
4
5
5
5

1
2
4
4
5

1
1
1
1
4

1.5
2.2
3.0
2.6
4.2

3.2.2. Scale of axis
Another factor that might influence the way people perceive trends
in line-graphs is the scale of the y axis. Similar to the aspect ratio,
making the range of the y axis scale too large or too small can impact
the perceived trend. For instance, Fig. 11a and 11b show the same data
but one with a scale that just fits the data while the other with a much
higher range. It is clear from the two figures that the trend is much
more apparent in Fig. 11a as compared to 11b. Aware of this effect, we
set the scale to fit the measurements (like in Fig. 11a) in all the graphs
presented in the survey.

algorithm, with only two close matches. However, if we look closely,
we observe that this participant always provides relatively higher ratings.
We note that we could have placed the two plots together on one
graph to facilitate the human participants in viewing the two features
together. The two features might have different scales on the y-axis, but
this could be resolved by normalizing them between 0 and 1. The more
important reason that we did not present the two features together is
that in doing so, we did not want the participants to perform actual
mathematics to come up with a response. This is because we intend to
use these tuple summaries in the real care coordination environment,
and the clinicians looking at these features would not have enough time
and/or ability to look at and analyze each graph. In fact, this is the basic
motivation behind producing these types of summaries in the first
place.
We are aware of the fact that this is a small sample size, both in
terms of the number of examples in the survey as well as the number of
participants. Nevertheless, the limited results that we presented suggest
that the algorithm produces meaningful results and gives us confidence
to use it in a real-world environment.

3.2.3. Survey description
To find candidate graphs for this survey, we selected 24 days distributed over 8 residents at TigerPlace, all of which were flagged to
have abnormal activity by the alert generation algorithm. We then
extracted two weeks of data leading to each of these 24 days. For each
day, we extracted data for all the health features mentioned in Table 6
and ran our trend detection algorithm on the time series composed of
these features. We selected 27 time series from these using stratified
random sampling. Note that we did not perform fully random sampling,
as we wanted to cover as much diversity as possible in the limited 27
examples. The examples were forced to contain at least one case for
each of the health features. Also, the random process was forced to
contain a few cases for which our algorithm detected an increasing
trend, a few for which it detected a decreasing trend and a few cases
where no trend was detected at all.
We asked six people in our Engineering team to provide a rating
from 1 through 10 about the existence of a trend in each of the 27 cases,
1 being the lowest confidence that the line-graph contains a trend and
10 being the highest. Recall that our fuzzy rule-based trend detection
9
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Fig. 11. a and b. Same data displayed in graphs with different scales.

out of {almost none, few, some, many and almost all}. Note that unlike
the tuple and trend summaries validation, the audience of this survey
are clinicians who are adept at interpreting medical parameters like
pulse rate and respiration rate.
We presented the 10 examples (5 for pulse rate and 5 for respiration
rate), like the one shown in Fig. 12, to six clinicians. To facilitate the
comparison of the responses, we converted the linguistic terms to numerical terms by representing Almost none as 1, Few as 2, Some as 3,
Many as 4 and Almost all as 5. The linguistic quantifiers are ordered and
so are the numbers. Table 7 presents the results. For each statement, we
show the quantifier chosen by the algorithm and the mean participant
response. The cells in yellow show the questions where the mean response is close to the output of the algorithm. We see that the mean
responses and the algorithm output are close to each other most of the
times. Most of the cases when they are further apart have one thing in
common. The participants use the quantifier many differently than the
way we define it in Fig. 6. For example, in Case 5 for the pulse rate, P2
reported that almost all of the instances have normal pulse rate (5) and
many instances have high pulse rate (4). This is not possible with the
fuzzy set definitions of Fig. 6, where many is designed to represent
about 75% of the objects while almost all covers about 100% of the
objects. Similarly, for this case, participants P3 and P4 reported that
that many instances have normal and many have high pulse rate. Again,
this is unlikely, since according to our definition of many, there cannot
be many instances of normal, as well as many instances of high pulse
rate for the same set of objects. This explains the disagreement between
the mean response and the algorithm for most of the cases. Similar to
the validation of tuple summaries, this is a very small sample size to
comment on the absolute validity of these types of summaries, but at
the same time, it suggests that the algorithm produces meaningful results.

Table 6
Results comparing the two Fuzzy Rule Based trend detection systems.

P1-FIS
P2-FIS
P3-FIS
P4-FIS
P5-FIS
P6-FIS
Average ICC between Participants 1 to 6
Average ICC between system and all
participants

ICC (p value &
Gradient)

ICC (just p
value)

0.76
0.85
0.62
0.87
0.84
0.78
0.74
0.79

0.69
0.66
0.55
0.70
0.66
0.61
0.64

algorithm produces confidence on the scale of 0 to 1. We linearly scaled
its output from 0 to 1 to 1 to 10 to match the scale of human responses.
To quantify the agreements among the participants and the trend detection algorithm, we computed Inter Class Coefficient (ICC) [34]. An
ICC of 1 denotes complete agreement between the participants while
that of 0 suggests complete disagreement. Table 6 presents the results.
P1 to P6 are the six participants, while FIS is the fuzzy inference system.
Column 2 shows the results of the FIS described in Section 2, which was
composed of both the p value and the gradient inputs. We also wanted to
verify whether including the gradient in the FIS produced any positive
impact in terms of detecting trends. Therefore, in Column 3, we show
the results when the FIS was only composed of the p value. The fuzzy
rules for the system with only the p value are: 1) If the p value is low,
then report trend is yes, 2) if the p value is medium or high, then report
trend is no. That is, this system is equivalent to the system with only a
crisp p value threshold. We see that the FIS with both p value and
gradient inputs produces much higher agreement with the participants
(0.79) than the FIS with only the p value (0.64). Also, the average
agreement between the FIS and the participants (0.79) is higher than
the average agreement between the participants themselves (0.74). This
shows that our p value and gradient based FIS performs at par or even
better than the participants in terms of detecting trends in line graphs.

4. Discussion
Our monitoring system has been installed in six Americare, Inc facilities around Columbia, MO during the last year, including Tiger
Place. We started with 30 apartments one year ago (systems from Tiger
Place were installed during a previous project [9] and we reached the
projected number (110 apartments) in October 2018. During this time,
the monitoring system issued 699 health alerts, 377 of which were in
linguistic format. Next, we present a few examples of linguistic summaries to show our summarization system in action. The summary is a
composite of the individual data feature summaries, presented as a
bulleted list. Also, in the final summary, we italicize the name of the
health feature for emphasis. We first present an example that provides a
screenshot of a linguistic alert email to demonstrate our alert notification system. Then, we present five retrospective case studies in which
the summaries produced by our system correlates with changes in
health conditions in five elderly residents.
Fig. 13 shows a screenshot of the alert email that was sent to the

3.3. Validation of simple LPS summary
As described before, the simple LPS summaries are designed to look
at the physiological parameters in more detail. To test the algorithm
computing the simple LPS summaries, we created five synthetic data
examples for summarizing pulse rate and five examples for respiration
rate. Fig. 12 shows a sample question where we show pulse rate measurements over a day, measured in 15-minute chunks. The x-axis of the
plot lists the 15-minute chunk number whose pulse rate is shown on the
y-axis. We presented this questionnaire to clinicians in our team, where
they were asked to quantify, in linguistic terms, the number of instances
of low pulse rate, normal pulse rate and high pulse rate. For each level of
pulse rate, the participants were asked to choose one of the quantifiers
10
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Fig. 12. Sample question used in survey to validate LPS summaries.

nursing staff at the facility, where the alert was triggered due to an
increase in the time spent in bed by the resident. We present this example in order to illustrate our alert notification mechanism where the
information is provided in linguistic format. Also, for this alert, the

conditions were such that all the different parts of the alert summary
were deemed worthy of being reported. As seen in the email screenshot,
the summary starts with a description of the sensor feature that caused
the alert. This is followed by the tuple summary listing the features that

Table 7
a (left – Pulse Rate) & b (right – Respiration Rate). Clinician responses to simple LPS survey. Participants were asked to fill in each blank with one of the
quantifiers: Almost None (1), Few (2), Some (3), Many (4), Almost All (5).
LPS
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

instances
instances
instances
instances
instances
instances
instances
instances
instances
instances
instances
instances
instances
instances
instances

have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have

low pulse rate.
normal pulse rate.
high pulse rate.
low pulse rate.
normal pulse rate.
high pulse rate.
low pulse rate.
normal pulse rate.
high pulse rate.
low pulse rate.
normal pulse rate.
high pulse rate.
low pulse rate.
normal pulse rate.
high pulse rate.

LPS
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

instances
instances
instances
instances
instances
instances
instances
instances
instances
instances
instances
instances
instances
instances
instances

have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have
have

low respiration rate.
normal respiration rate.
high respiration rate.
low respiration rate.
normal respiration rate.
high respiration rate.
low respiration rate.
normal respiration rate.
high respiration rate.
low respiration rate.
normal respiration rate.
high respiration rate.
low respiration rate.
normal respiration rate.
high respiration rate.
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Algorithm

Mean Response (P1-P6)

4
2
1
1
2
4
1
5
1
3
3
1
1
3
3

4.3
2.8
1.0
1.2
3.8
3.5
1.7
4.8
1.0
3.8
3.8
1.2
1.7
4.3
3.3
Algorithm

Mean Response (P1-P6)

4
2
1
1
5
1
1
2
4
3
3
1
1
3
3

4.3
3.3
1.7
1.7
4.0
2.2
1.5
2.2
4.8
2.8
4.0
2.5
1.0
3.0
4.5
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Fig. 14. Nighttime restlessness of Resident 1 for the past two weeks leading to
the day of health event. The blue line shows the least square fit line. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

for the past 14 days. We see a gradual increase over this time period
(also shown by the trend line in blue). Note that although the restlessness was found to be increasing for the past 14 nights, in the summary it is only reported to be increasing for the past 7 days. This is
because when reporting multiple trends, we take the feature with
smallest duration of trend and include only that in the summary (as
described in Section 2.2.2).

Fig. 13. Screenshot of alert summary email corresponding to Example 1.

were high/low concurrently in the last two weeks. Next, all the increasing and decreasing trends in the data are reported. The last part of
the summary describes the pulse rate measurements on the day of the
alert.
We present five retrospective case studies in Table 8, where the
summaries describe the change in sensor data that occurred around
different health events for five residents living at various sensor
equipped facilities. For each case study, we list the diagnosis and the
summary produced by our system on the day of the event. In the following, we list the health history of the resident around the time of the
diagnosis, along with the two-week variation of the feature that is most
directly related to the health event.

4.2. Case II
In this example, an alert was generated by an increase in the time
spent in bed. The summary starts by describing the reason for the alert.
It also informs about an increase in the restlessness during the daytime
as well as nighttime. This alert and the corresponding summary were
generated on August 27, and the resident was diagnosed with pneumonia in early October. Since pneumonia takes a good amount of time
to take full effect, there is a strong reason to believe that the increase in
time spent in bed and restlessness were symptoms of the disease and were
caught by the sensors much earlier than the actual diagnosis. Fig. 15
shows the amount of time the resident was restless during the past 14
nights. According to the American Lung Association [35], symptoms of
pneumonia include, but not limited to: low energy, fatigue, chest pain,
and confusion. These symptoms could have contributed to the resident’s
restlessness and time in bed.

4.1. Case I
In this case, the sensors recorded a higher than usual pulse rate
during the night-time for a resident. The email informs about the pulse
rate increase that was the reason for the alert to begin with. It also
informs about an increase in time in bed and restlessness during the night,
which was also found to be the true according to the conversation between the nurse and the resident. After receiving the alert, one of the
nurses checked on the resident and found that the resident was not
sleeping well for the past couple of days. The lab work revealed that the
resident’s sodium levels were high, and she was in renal failure. In
Fig. 14, we show the restlessness of the resident during the nighttime

4.3. Case III
In this case, the resident was diagnosed with UTI on September
19th. On the day of the diagnosis, the following entry was made into the
EHR: “…resident has had c/o burning sensation with urination and has had

Table 8
Five retrospective case studies. For each case, we show the health event and the date it occurred, along with the summary produced by out method on that date.
Resident ID

Date

Symptom/Health Event

1

11/14/2017

Not sleeping well

2

8/27/2017

Pneumonia

3

09/19/2018

UTI

4

2/25/2016

Congestive Heart Failure
(CHF)

5

3/30/2019

Weakness/Hospitalization

Summary

pulse rate was significantly higher than usual.
• Yesterday,
bed restlessness, night-time time in bed, overall stride time (from 1 to 1.1 s) and overall stride length (from
• Night-time
76.9 to 79.1 cm) have been increasing for the past 7 days.
& night-time overall activity have been decreasing for the past 6 days.
• Day
time in bed was significantly higher than usual.
• Yesterday,
& night-time bed restlessness have been increasing for the past 8 days.
• Day
time spent in bathroom, night-time time in bed have been increasing for the past 13 days.
• Night-time
& night-time overall activity, day-time bed restlessness, day-time time in bed have been decreasing for the past
• Day
10 days.
In the past two weeks, there were many days with high time spent in bathroom & low pulse rate, high bed
• restlessness
& low pulse rate, low time spent in bathroom & low pulse rate.
overall activity, night-time bed restlessness, night-time time in bed have been increasing for the past 8 days.
• Day-time
time spent in bathroom, day-time bed restlessness, day-time time in bed, day & night-time pulse rate (from
• Night-time
62.16 to 46.58 beats/min) have been decreasing for the past 10 days.
& night-time overall activity, day & night-time bed restlessness, day & night-time time in bed have been decreasing
• Day
for the past 8 days.
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Fig. 17. Nightly Pulse rate of Resident 4 for the past two weeks leading to the
day of health event. The blue line shows the least square fit line. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)

Fig. 15. Nighttime restlessness of Resident 2 for the past two weeks leading to
the day of health event. The blue line shows the least square fit line. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

the alert generation algorithm was not able to find any significant
changes in the sensor data, hence it did not produce an alert. However,
the summary produced on the day of hospitalization informed about the
decrease in the overall activity, restlessness and time in bed over the
past 8 days. This drop in activity can be attributed to the general
weakness, which was reported by the nurse in the EHR. Fig. 18 shows
the overall activity of the resident inside the apartment for the past two
weeks. We see over the eight days leading to the health event, the activity decreased form about 175 min to about 100 min.
Approximately one month leading up to the resident’s hospitalization and prominent weakness, nurses noted in EHR that the resident
was “sent out to the hospital for excessive diarrhea and vomiting, she return
with no order changes ER gave prescription for lomotil. The hospital called to
inform facility that resident has Norovirus in her stool, universal precautious
in place”. This illness would have played in a significant role in the
resident’s weakness.

Fig. 16. Bathroom activity of Resident 3 for the past two weeks leading to the
day of health event. The blue line shows the least square fit line. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)

1–2 episodes of chills…”. The alert generation algorithm did not trigger
an alert due to the gradual increase in the nighttime bathroom activity.
However, the summarization method detected an increasing trend in
the time spent in the bathroom over the past two weeks. The overall
increase in the bathroom activity during the nighttime suggests that the
summarization process was able to catch the symptoms of the underlying health condition. Fig. 16 shows the bathroom activity of the resident during the nighttime for the two-week period. We see that the
bathroom activity has been gradually increasing over this time period.

5. Conclusions & future work
Although the smart home sensor technology has a lot of potential to
help the elderly remain independent, the amount and complexity of the
data generated by the sensors make it difficult and time consuming for
the clinicians to exploit the data to its fullest. We presented an NLG
system that extracts important information from the sensor data and
summarizes it in natural language. We carefully selected the information features that are most helpful to the clinicians and developed algorithms to compute these features from the data. We validated our
algorithms with the help of multiple clinician surveys and focus groups
using synthetic and real data. The outcome of the surveys showed that
our algorithms have similar performance to the human subjects in
terms of extracting the said features. We installed the in-home sensors
in 110 elderly residents’ apartments as part of an NIH-NLM project and

4.4. Case IV
In this case, the resident suffered from Congestive Heart Failure
(CHF) on the mentioned date. Although the alert generation algorithm
did not issue an alert, we ran our summarization process to summarize
the data leading to the day of CHF. Both the tuple summary and the
trend summary suggested a change in the pulse rate. The trend detection algorithm detected a gradual decrease in pulse rate for the past
14 days during both nighttime and daytime, where the pulse rate decreased from 62 Beats per Minute to 46 Beats per Minute, as shown in
Fig. 17. This is a significant drop in pulse rate, which can be attributed
to the change in the cardiovascular health of the resident leading to the
day of CHF. Moreover, according to the American Heart Association
[36], a resting heart rate of fewer than 60 beats per minute, as this
resident exhibited, qualifies as bradycardia, which can lead to CHF.
4.5. Case V

Fig. 18. Overall activity of Resident 5 for the past two weeks leading to the day
of health event. The blue line shows the least square fit line. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

In this case, the nurse wrote the following note in the EHR: “Res was
sent to hospital this morning by ambulance res was unable to sit even with
assistance she would just fall right back over ….” Similar to the Case IV,
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implemented our summarization system to produce summaries of the
sensor data leading to health alerts. We presented five retrospective
case studies to illustrate the workings of our summarization system and
show that the linguistic summaries can help detect change in the health
of the elderly before the actual event happens.
Our immediate next step is to investigate whether the linguistic
summarization framework can help improve the efficiency of the nurses
in monitoring the in-home sensor data. To this end, we aim to compare
the time taken by the nurses to monitor the linguistic alerts versus the
traditional graph-based alerts. As a long-term goal, we would like to see
if describing the in-home sensor data in natural language can help reduce decline in the health of the elderly residents. Recently, hybrid
techniques that employ both textual and visual formats have been
found to be effective in communicating information contained in the
data [37,38]. In line with these works, we would also like to explore the
coupling of linguistic summaries and visualization techniques in way
that they complement each other in presenting the in-home sensor data.
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